Nature Trail for Ants

1. **Make trail marker flags.** Number 1 through 6. You can use anything. Write numbers on rocks or little pieces of paper. We used toothpicks and tape.

2. **Imagine you are an ant.** Feel yourself shrinking down, down, down until the grass looks as tall as trees and a pebble looks like a boulder to you! What does the world look like from down here?

3. **Choose a safe spot in the great outdoors and explore the ground with your hands.** Look over and under the grass. Find six spots that would be amazing natural features or scenery to an ant. Maybe the "Grand Canyon" or "Ant Landing".

To see the Youtube video, visit https://youtu.be/DAp29KrZmKs
4. Mark your six scenic wonders with your trail marker flags. You might want to think up a creative name for each wonder.

5. Take a friend for a tour of your trail. If you have a camera, make a video of your trail and send it to us on Facebook, Instagram, or email to info@wildwoodctr.org. We'd love to see your creations!

The first three people who write us back will get a set of custom-made ant trail marker flags sent to them by post! Enjoy!

To see the Youtube video, visit https://youtu.be/DAp29KrZmKs